
We bring you access to the same great books, series, and characters kids love and 
have come to expect at their Scholastic Book Fair, only now your family can browse 

and discover books online together and have them delivered safely to your doorstep. 
Our reading specialists have curated a selection of over 500 age-appropriate books 

covering a diverse range of genres to meet every child’s reading interest, digital reading 
programmes, specially curated book packs, and much more.

This brochure will showcase some of the highlights of the Virtual Book Fair, categorized 
age-wise and genre-wise. Click on       to watch book trailers, author videos and  

much more.

Together, we can bring home the Joy of Books.

WATCH THE 
VIRTUAL TOUR

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pBSz-iinp3w


Watch Out! No Touch
9789352755806; `175
 
A book that helps parents open 
up a conversation about good
touch and bad touch in a
very simple way, through a 
beautiful story.

Dragon’s Fat Cat  
(An Acorn Book)
9789352759958; `195

When Dragon finds a stray cat in his 
yard, he brings it inside to escape 
the cold. But he soon realizes that 
he doesn’t know how to take care 
of it. Using his trademark humour, 
Dav Pilkey illustrates the highs 
and lows of having a new pet in 
this tender story about care and 
responsibility.

Good Morning India!
9789352756490; `195

Kasheef, Christina and Aman are 
going to school! Join them and 
celebrate India’s diversity and unity 
with this lovely picture book.

My Blue Elephant
9789352759064; `250

A little girl has a BIG secret. It’s
her pet elephant, but sshhh ...
nobody knows! Will she be able
to hide him for long? A story that 
talks about imaginary friends.

5 Minute Princess Stories
9789352758661; `295

This book contains all your favourite 
Disney princesses and features 
beautiful illustrations. Now the 
princesses’ adventures are the royal 
choice before bed, on the go, or at 
any moment! 

Read And Colour: 
Panchtantra 4 In 1
9789385887321; `250

Four delightful stories from 
the Panchatantra for you to 
colour and enjoy! Also includes 
activities based on the stories.

The Fabulous Friend Machine
9789352755356; `395

When Popcorn, the friendliest 
chicken at Fiddlesticks Farm, finds a 
forgotten smartphone in the barn, 
she sets about making some brand 
new friends. Or she thinks...
A book that talks about screen time, 
dangers of making friends online, 
and the meaning of true friendship.

Aladdin: The Story Of The Film
9789352758784; `175

An adaptation of the
animated film in which Aladdin, after
discovering the Genie in the lamp,
uses his wishes to win the heart of
Princess Jasmine.

Contains 

5 Stories

Nursery to 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5F5qs2qnzA
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JayyLwbJPgQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZL2OCb0-ViU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cO9z9iY11VU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=f5F5qs2qnzA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cO9z9iY11VU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZL2OCb0-ViU
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JayyLwbJPgQ


Amy & Louis
9789352757732; `395

Amy and Louis are best friends. They
live next door to each other. Then
one day Amy’s family moves house,
to a city on the other side of the 
world. They miss each other and only 
his grandmother encourages him to 
try and re-build the connection.

The Great Storyteller
9789352753000; `250

Every day Maya, Arun and Chi 
gather near the tree of Life with 
other forest creatures to listen 
to the great storyteller. Until 
one day, the great storyteller 
becomes ill and the stories 
stop...A gentle tale of loss, 
recovery and the restorative 
power of creativity.

Krishna and the 
Yamalarjuna Trees & 
Hanuman Leaps to Lanka
9789387304529; `150

Read about the adventure of 
Krishna and Hanuman in this 
fun flipbook. With large text and 
full-colour illustrations, this book 
becomes perfect for budding 
independant readers, as well 
as for read-aloud by parents. 
Contains 2 stories.

Dinosaurs In A Box
9789351038382; `395

Spider-Man Collection
9782019072162; `295

Frozen Ice Cool Collection Slipcase
9782019072155; `295

PLUS

flip book

contains

2 stories

The Dinky Donkey
9789389297843; `350
 
The laugh-out-loud follow-up to the 
viral sensation The Wonky Donkey is 
finally here! Featuring  
playful verses by  
Craig Smith and  
charming illustrations  
by Katz Cowley. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZ0rZOUSgoI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrodgQ71tmc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-iPt2ihWOcY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e43sb6JmM78
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHR88qqJlD0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e43sb6JmM78
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-iPt2ihWOcY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zZ0rZOUSgoI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lrodgQ71tmc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dHR88qqJlD0


Book Of Fun For Kids
9789389628920; `175

Mazes, hidden pictures, 
word searches, crossword 
puzzles and more. 

Flash Cards: Colours & 
Shapes
9789352755011; `250

Give your child a head start in 
key basic concepts with these 
colourful, double-sided flash  
cards that teach  
colours and shapes.

Little Learner Packets: 
Phonics
9789352753314; `199

Mastering short and long 
vowels is easy with these 
playful, no-prep packets! 

Chhota Bheem: Fun And Play
9788193786918; `125

Packed with simple and innovative 
activities, this book’s boredom-
busting activities are ideal for kids 
between ages 5 to 7.

The Book Of Awesome 
Knowledge-1
9788184776041; `150

A fun activity-based 
General Knowledge book, 
divided by topics. 

Scholastic Activities: Spooky
9789352753987; `295

A fun-filled book full of stickering, doodling 
and colouring pages, perfect for children 
aged 5+. Kids can create new  
Halloween outfits, decorate pumpkins  
and much more.

Peppa Fantastic Activity 
Book: Hula Hooping
9789388199995; `150

Join Peppa on a fun trip of 
solving puzzles, cracking codes, 
finding her way through a maze 
and much more! Perfect activity 
book for little Peppa Pig fans.

Comes with 

6 sticker 
sheets

Little Skill Seekers: 
Mazes
9789389297607; `175

Sharpen hand-eye 
coordination, fine 
motor, and problem 
solving skills with this fun
workbook!

Includes 
Activity 

Cards to 
Reinforce 
Learning!

Rookie Read-About 
Science: Earth 
9789352754618; `125

Rookie Read-About 
Science: The Sun 
9789352754649; `125

A great way to introduce children to non-fiction, The 
natural world comes alive for young readers with Rookie 
Read-About Science! With striking, full-color photos and 

just the right amount of text, this series immediately 
involves young readers as they discover intriguing facts 

about the fascinating world around them.



All About Us: Our Dreams, Our 
World, Our Friendship
9789389628654; `399

This book is made especially for best 
friends and creates a special keepsake 
of their all-important friendships. This 
book is the perfect gift for children who 
love to keep a journal and create a 
memory book. 

Ladybird Grammar 
Workbook Level 5
9780241336083; `150

This Grammar Workbook helps 
to practise using the present 
perfect simple tense, the 
past simple tense, indefinite 
pronouns and more.

Spelling Success 
Grades 4 & 5 
9788176557061; `199

Spelling Success presents user-
friendly and practical activities. 
This book, part of a series of 
carefully graded books for three 
different levels, is designed to 
introduce children to all the 
elements of spelling relevant 
to their particular ability level 
and age group. The worksheets 
provide a variety of well-
planned, purposeful activities. 

Pokemon: How To Draw 
Johto Heroes
9789352757787; `199

Great Math Practice Grade 3
9789352752898; `150

Scholastic Great Mathematics Practice is a 
set of workbooks that build on the foundation 
of and provide solid practice to reinforce 
key grade-level Mathematics topics. The 
topic includes Number and Word Counting, 
Addition, Subtraction, Place Value, Estimation, 
Shapes and Patterns and much more. Each 
practice page in the series reinforces a 
specific, age-appropriate skill in a fun and 
innovative way.

Avengers: Endgame 
1000 Sticker Book
9789352757107; `395

Maths Olympiad Book 3
9788131944943; `160

Maths Olympiad aims to 
challenge students and 
sharpen their understanding of 
mathematical concepts. The 
multiple-choice questions go 
from easy to difficult in each 
Chapter to test, challenge and 
motivate students into grasping 
application-based learning of 
mathematics. 

Brain Games For  
Bright Sparks
9789389297461; `250

Brain Games for Bright Sparks 
includes more than 80 tricky 
logic puzzles, challenging 
mazes and maths conundrums 
to turn children into puzzle 
masters in no time.

Grammar And Punctuation 
Guide (Lower Primary)
9789352750818; `250

This guide is a quick and easy 
reference for basic grammar 
and punctuation for lower 
primary school students. It 
covers the topics: Sentences, 
Nouns, Adjectives, Pronouns, 
Verbs, Adverbs, Phrases and 
Punctuation. Also includes 
examples and exercises.

EDUCATION

Classes 3 to 5

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQwikknDt-g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-eJW-yUvJ0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oQwikknDt-g
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H-eJW-yUvJ0


Mega Memory Power
9789353336912; `150

None of these memory experts was born 
with an exceptional memory, so how did 
they all get from ‘normal’ to champions? 
Simply by training their brains! You too 
can develop an exceptional memory by 
training your brain.

I Am #02: Albert Einstein
9789352757374; `195

I am Albert Einstein. Learn all 
about this brilliant man, whose 
accomplishments are truly 
remarkable in the debut of 
Scholastic’s new biography 
series: I am. 

Science Quiz Whiz
9789351030195; `150

Sharpen your science skills. 
A compilation of questions 
and answers about biology, 
chemistry, physics and 
the natural world on the 
information-rich pages.

Facts: Essential Knowledge 
For Curious Kids
9789352757558; `350

From fantastic flying machines 
and brave explorers of the world 
to special effects in the sky and 
gentle giants under the sea, this 
beautifully illustrated fact book 
takes your hand and helps  
you to understand the world 
around you. 

The Magic School Bus 
Rides Again: 
Blowing In The Wind
9789352756087; `175

Next stop... The Magic School 
Bus heads to the forest to 
learn about aerodynamics. 
Learn about how the tress 
stand up to strong winds and 
much more with Ms Frizzle 
and her class.  

3D Hurricanes And Storms
9789389628937; `195

Find out shocking facts about 
lightning and see for yourself the 
devastation that a tornado can 
cause – with an extra dimension 
once you put on the 3D glasses!

Prehistoric Beasts: 
Tyrannosaurus Rex
9789352757565; `195

Indulge in your love of 
all things dinosaur with 
page after page of 
specially commissioned 
artworks, diagrams and 
facts. From digging 
up fossils in scorching 
deserts to creating CGI 
reconstructions.

Vedic Maths: Techniques  
And Tricks
9789352759798; `250

CALCULATE AT THE SPEED OF LIGHT! 
From class tests to competitive exams, 
being quick at calculations comes 
handy at all times. This introduction to 
Vedic Mathematics will help students 
(and anyone else who picks up the 
book) become faster, better and more 
accurate at all kinds of mathematical 
calculations.

NON-FICTION

Fly Guy Presents: Scary 
Creatures! (4 Books In 1)
9789389628302; `399

Fly Guy presents brings non-
fiction to life with its humorous 
illustrations and engaging 
photographs throughout. This 
book contains 4 books about 
Sharks, Bats, Snakes  
and Dinosaurs.

Award-winning 
Author-illustrator

FREE
3DGlasses

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPW_05YgBYw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWHUeGHGkTU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UPW_05YgBYw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JWHUeGHGkTU


Pokemon: Comic 
Reader #1:Battle For 
The Bolt Badge
9789352758937; `175

Upside Down Magic #6: The Big 
Shrink 
9789352758524; `350

The Upside-Down Magic kids are back 
in another topsy-turvy adventure in the 
next instalment of this New York Times 
bestselling series, now a Disney Channel 
Original Movie!

Magic Mayhem! And Other Stories
9789352755370; `250

An ice-cream-eating dinosaur, a lifesaving 
dog, zombies playing soccer, a ghost  
in the garden, seven helpful robots, a 
knight-slaying dragon, and much more  
in this collection of rib-tickling stories.

Be Witched: Stories Of Witches 
And Wizards
9789389823684; `250

WELCOME TO THE WITCHING HOUR 
… Dark wizards, powerful witches, 
fearsome familiars and ancient 
magic—read about them in this 
spellbinding and spooky collection of 
stories that are bound to enchant you!

A Very Naughty Dragon
9789389628555; `250

Draco the Komodo dragon wants 
to be a great hunter like his father. 
But those rude squirrels and mean 
monkeys sure don’t make it easy. 
What will Draco do? Join this sweet, 
naughty dragon in his funny and 
exciting adventures and find out 
how he becomes the most famous 
Komodo dragon ever!

Diary Of A Minecraft Zombie 
#05: School Daze
9789352757275; `295

The adventures of Minecraft 
zombie continues in this fifth book 
in the series. 

PLUS
ABRACADABRA! Magic 
Boxed Set
9782019032418; `295

Spoon Puppet Boxed Set
9782019080204; `350

Hope #1: Project Middle 
School
9789389297737; `399

From actor and lifelong activist 
Alyssa Milano comes Hope 
Roberts, a girl who’s determined 
to change the world.

Ella Dairies #7: Friends Not Forever
9789389297966; `295

It’s Ella’s big chance for a STARRING role in this year’s school 
play. But while Peach Parker is busy trying to stop Ella from 
succeeding, Zoe ends up winning the prize part. Will Ella and 
Zoe patch up their FRIENDSHIP in time to save the play?

Contains  

7 stories
Contains  Contains  

7 7 storiesstories

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAmEcagZdHU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOjJrgyNgf0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BV2vrnTJ16I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQ3PiZTEOBg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bl_V1youE3w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bl_V1youE3w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XAmEcagZdHU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cOjJrgyNgf0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BV2vrnTJ16I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sQ3PiZTEOBg


Goosebumps Slappyworld  
#6: The Ghost Of Slappy
9789352755943; `295

Read the newest adventure 
of Slappy, the world’s most evil 
ventriloquist dummy.

History Mystery Dal Biryani
9789352755332; `250

Salim wants to sing quawallis but
is selling biryani at Jama Masjid
instead. Parvati paints earthen pots in 
Pataliputra and finds an unlikely customer. 
These delicious tales, a mixed bag of 
mystery, adventure and humour, will take 
you on an exciting trip through Indian history.

Codex: The Lost Treasure 
Of The Indus
9789352759262; `350

When an archaeological 
discovery that might be the key 
to the mysterious script of the 
Indus Valley Civilization proves to 
be a puzzle in three languages, 
it’s a job for
Codex—linguist, mathematician 
and all-round geek. But will 
Codex be able to crack this 
ancient code? Or will  
the treasure of the Indus remain  
lost forever?

Shakespeare Readers 
Bindup: Volume 1
9789351036432; `225

The Shakespeare Readers 
series brings to you William 
Shakespeare’s timeless 
plays through lucid retellings 
in prose. The plays in this 
book include Macbeth, 
Twelfth Night, The Merchant 
of Venice and Midsummer 
Night’s Dream.

Rise Of The Dragons
9789352758098; `395

Mega bestselling author 
Angie Sage takes flight  
with an epic adventure  
that imagines dragons in  
the modern world. The first  
in a thrilling multi-author series.  
Once our world was full of dragons 
who lived in harmony with humans. 
But after a group of rogue dragons, 
the Raptors tried to take over Earth, all 
dragons were banished to  
another realm.

RWBY Book #1: 
After The Fall
9789389628333; `399

In the future-fantasy world of RWBY, 
Rooster Teeth’s hit animated web 
series, teens train to become 
warriors. Join the fight in this epic 
official, original novel from EC Myers 
and RWBY’s head writers! 
Trouble is brewing . . .

Rumble In The Jungle
9789352756360; `295

Rumble-Tumble and Roly-Poly are in 
love! But Rumble- Tumble’s mother 
Gaindaben doesn’t approve. Follow 
the rip-roaring adventures of love-struck 
rhinos, terrifying tigers and villainous 
villains in this laugh-out-loud book!

Classes 6 to 8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2IycnX-o-jA
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQOlcqdu5ng
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wQOlcqdu5ng
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2IycnX-o-jA


Comprehension Strategies 6
9789814151610; `270

Comprehension Strategies 
helps learners acquire key 
comprehension skills to tackle 
different text types more 
effectively. Apt for grade 6.

Scholastic Study Smart 
06: Grammar Builder
9789810752613; `175

Grammar Builder provides you 
with a range of exercises that 
helps with the grammar skills 
and the quick assessment at 
the end ensure you the usage 
of the grammar skills learned 
throughout the book.

Mastering Maths: Level-6
9788184772425; `250

The Mastering Maths books help 
develop thinking strategies, provide a 
developmentally appropriate sequence 
of units and lessons and are fresh fun and 
inviting for all students.

Building Essential Writing 
Skills: Grade 6
9789352753215; `175

Students identify and write 
different types of sentences, 
distinguish between fact and 
opinion, sequence events in 
a story, check capitalization, 
spelling, and punctuation, 
and so much more!

Let’s Write Level-6
9789814107464; `180

Let’s Write helps students 
improve their writing, an 
area many learners are 
weak in. 

EDUCATION

Munshi Premchand: Selected 
Stories
9789352757299; `195

A collection of short stories by Munshi 
Premchand, one of India’s leading 
Hindi authors of the early twentieth 
century.

Guts
9789352759071; `525

A true story from Raina Telgemeier, the #1 New 
York Times bestselling, multiple Eisner Award-
winning author of Smile, Sisters, Drama, and 
Ghosts! She once again brings us a thoughtful, 
charming, and funny true story about growing 
up and gathering the courage to face—and 
conquer—her fears. This book deals with IBS, 
anxiety and friendship.

Essential Classics:  
Little Women
9789352755882; `175

This title is part of the popular series “Essential 
Classics”. Abridged classic stories with full-
colour illustrations, glossary and practice 
questions, this series is a great way to 
introduce your child to the ever-mesmerizing 
world of classics.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JlHx4dI8xdw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JlHx4dI8xdw


Monuments Of India
9788184772838; `295

Come explore India’s rich history 
… Featuring fifty of India’s best-
known historical structures, this 
book explains their architectural 
heritage and social history.

Disney Frozen 2 Junior Novel: 
Forest Of Shadows
9788176559904; `399

This thrilling original middle-grade 
novel bridges the epic adventures 
of Frozen and Frozen 2.

I Survived True  Stories 
#01: Five Epic Disasters
9789352757398; `295

I Survived series expands  
to include this thrilling  
non-fiction exploration of  
five true stories, from the 
Titanic to the Henryville 
Tornadoes

Our Environment: Threats,  
Challenges And Sustainable 
Solutions
9789389628722; `395

Global temperatures are rising, 
glaciers are melting, natural 
resources are depleting and 
drinking water has become 
scarce. With all these challenges 
facing our planet, what 
can we do to help? With in-
depth explanations of various 
environmental issues, sustainable 
solutions and easy activities, this 
book is a practical guide towards 
creating better earth.

Visual Explorers: Extreme Earth
9789389628210; `250

In Extreme Earth, engaging text, 
detailed facts, and impressive 
statistics give children exciting 
scientific insight into hurricanes, 
volcanoes, caves, glaciers, and other 
jaw-dropping natural wonders. 

Scholastic India Yearbook 2020
9789389297492; `295

Scholastic Yearbook turns 10! 
Blockbuster edition with exciting 
sections. Be the star of quizzes, 
projects, competitive exams or just a 
GK champ with this up-to-date round-
up of the year’s information. Timelines, 
essays, facts and lists make this a 
must-have definitive current events 
reference book for all.

Step Into History: World 
War I
9789352756704; `450

Readers will find out how each 
nation played a role in World 
War I, what life was like for 
soldiers in the trenches, how 
people around the world felt 
about the war and much more.

Builders Of Modern India 
9789352757909; `295

Read about twenty-five eminent personalities from 
the 20th century who have helped shape modern 
India with their invaluable contributions to business, 
arts, science and society.

Scholastic World Atlas
9789386041708; `250

The new and updated Scholastic 
Student Atlas is a comprehensive 
collection of maps and data, with a 
strong focus on India, individual maps 
for the states and union territories, 
physical, thematic and historical 
maps, and much more. Also contains 
ten blank maps with interesting 
activities to reinforce learning. 

NON-FICTION

Gautama Buddha: 
A Life In Stories
9789352756292; `295
 
Read about the Buddha’s life, 
youth and enlightenment in this 
collection of beautiful stories.

Stess Less: Tips And Tools 
To Help You Chill
9789352755677; `199

More tips and tools for the  
anti-stress tool kit!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d26cdcb2Z7E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKX1jXD4mwc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=if3gSWQ_Hk8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=if3gSWQ_Hk8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=d26cdcb2Z7E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LQdu8r0Zvc
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fKX1jXD4mwc


The Five Jars
9789352758678; `195

Deep in a quiet wood is a magical plant 
that leads to five mysterious jars. They 
are the key to unlocking a fantastical 
hidden world.But the danger comes 
in the form of evil creatures that are 
determined to get their hands on the 
jars … and only one man is standing in 
their way. Will he win this battle of good 
versus evil?

The Thief Lord
9788176552479; `399

Prosper and Bo are on the run
from their cruel aunt and 
uncle. The brothers decide 
to hide out in Venice, where 
they meet a mysterious 
thirteen-year-old boy who 
calls himself the Thief Lord, 
who also has a dark secret of 
his own …

Riverdale Novel #01: The Day Before-A  
Prequel Novel
9789352756766; `499

Based on the massively successful Netflix 
show, Riverdale, this prequel novel explores 
what the gang was doing before season 
one. Told from multiple points of view, your 
favourites characters tell their story their way.

Ahimsa
9789352755349; `395

Can one girl make a difference in the destiny 
of a nation? Will a 10-year-old Anjali be able to 
overcome her internal struggles and summon the 
courage needed to complete her mother’s social 
reform work towards the Independence of India? 

Words In The Dust
9789352758562; `395

Zulaikha hopes for peace, 
now that the Taliban 
have been driven from 
Afghanistan.  And then 
the Americans come to 
her village, promising not 
just new opportunities and 
dangers, but surgery to fix her 
face. These changes could 
mean a whole new life for 
Zulaikha--but can she dare to 
hope they’ll come true? 

Does My Head Look Big In This
9789352756575; `395

When sixteen-year-old Amal decides to 
wear the hijab full-time, her entire world 
changes, all because of a piece of cloth. 
Can she handle the taunts of “towel head,” 
The prejudice of her classmates and still 
attract the cutest boy in school?

The Chilling Adventures Of Sabrina 
#1: Season Of The Witch
9789352758043; `499

From the creator of Riverdale comes the 
Chilling Adventures of Sabrina, a new 
Netflix series based on the classic Archie 
comic series. This prequel YA novel tells an 
all-new, original story.

The Honest Truth
9789351038221; `399

A bold new voice in children’s fiction 
debuts with this story of a boy, his dog, 
and the mountains they face together.

teens

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGFKn3Pz-8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OV6D22EMUg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OV6D22EMUg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BGFKn3Pz-8s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCaPviOc1d0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LCaPviOc1d0


Driven: The Virat Kohli
9789389000764; `450

What makes Virat Kohli the 
undisputed monarch of the cricket 
world today is not his iconic status 
in the sports hierarchy but that the 
highest praise comes from the 
opposition camp and past greats.

The Art Of Being A Brilliant 
Teenager
9789351032816; `295

The World’s Best Teenage Book! 
A fun and thought-provoking 
guide to being a young person in 
today’s highly competitive world.

Memory Booster
9789353335144; `150

Memory Booster is the perfect way to 
flex your mental muscles!

A Wicked History 
20Th Century: Hitler
9789351032663; `350

Learn about Hitler’s 
reign of terror.

NON-FICTION

Asha and the Spirit Bird
9789389628999; `599

A gorgeously original magical-realist Indian 
adventure and the winner of the 2017 Times/
Chicken House Children’s Fiction Competition. 

WINNER OF 
THE COSTA  

CHILDREN’S BOOK 
AWARD

2019

Watch the read 
aloud of the 

first chapter by 
the author

Marvel Avengers Infinity  
War - The Cosmic Quest #1
9789352752973; `295

In the wake of Thanos’ horrifying success, the people of Earth 
are left reeling, in despair and confusion. Dr Erik Selvig and his 
associate Darcy Lewis are determined to find and understand 
the cause of the devastation. With a team of friends both old 
and new, they embark on a pursuit of knowledge, eager to 
discover the links between their own pasts and the entities that 
decimated half of humanity-the Infinity Stones.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uG0O-3UPy50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uG0O-3UPy50
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dY8tAw9Azwk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=dY8tAw9Azwk

